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Traditional comics are increasingly being augmented with digital effects, such as recoloring, stereoscopy
and animation. An open question in this endeavor is identifying where in a comic panel the effects should
be placed. We propose a fast, semi-automatic technique to identify effects-worthy segments in a comic panel
by utilizing gaze locations as a proxy for the importance of a region. We take advantage of the fact that
comic artists influence viewer gaze towards narrative important regions. By capturing gaze locations from
multiple viewers, we can identify important regions, and direct a computer vision segmentation algorithm
to extract these segments. The challenge is that this gaze data is noisy and difficult to process. Our key
contribution is to leverage a theoretical breakthrough in the computer networks community towards robust
and meaningful clustering of gaze locations into semantic regions, without needing the user to specify the
number of clusters. We present a method based on the concept of relative eigen quality that takes a scanned
comic image and a set of gaze points and produces an image segmentation. We demonstrate a variety of
effects such as defocus, recoloring, stereoscopy, and animations. We also investigate the use of artificially
generated gaze locations from saliency models in place of actual gaze locations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Comics are a captivating medium of storytelling [Comichron 2015; ComicBookPlus
2015]. Increasingly, traditional comics are being augmented with digital effects (animations, stereoscopy, moves-on-stills, etc.) to appeal to a new generation of viewers
who primarily use hand-held devices. When creating such effects on comic panels, an
open question is where to apply the effects? Applying effects to every object is unnecessary, and could even be distracting to the viewer. In a fully manual comic digitization workflow, the digital artist guesses at what objects in the comic panel would
be best highlighted via added effects. We address this challenge by leveraging eyetracking data collected from comic book readers. This data naturally highlights those
regions in the comic panel that are the most important components for the readers
(Fig. 1 (a) and (b)).
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Fig. 1. Eyetracking comics viewers allows us to extract the regions that are important to the story, thus
enabling us to apply effects to the objects of interest.

Even if we are able to identify regions that are important to the comic book narrative,
the process of segmentation and applying effects can still be cumbersome. For example, most commercially available photo editing software provide highly controllable,
but very labor-intensive manual segmentation methods based on techniques such as
intelligent scissors [Mortensen and Barrett 1995] or user-assisted matting [Levin et al.
2008]. We hypothesize that clusters extracted from eyetracking data could help an established off-the-shelf computer vision algorithm, such as color-based superpixels, to
piece together plausible segments for effects generation (Fig. 1 (b) and (c)).
Our first contribution is to automatically predict the number of clusters for the
spatial locations of gaze data using relative eigen quality (REQ) in a normalized cut
framework. REQ has recently had success in the computer networks community [Shea
and Macker 2013], and we have discovered that it is highly suited to gaze locations,
achieving all three ideal eyetracking clustering characteristics, as outlined by Santella
and colleagues [2004]. First, it does not require random initialization and has stable
results. Second, it automatically detects the number of clusters. Third, it is outlier
resistant.
Our second contribution is a semi-automated system to generate segments on a
scanned comic panel for the purpose of effects generation. We demonstrate results
on a variety of comic book images. We show that these segments can be used to create visual effects such as recoloring the background/foreground, adding a stereoscopic
disparity to the important objects, defocusing the background, and simple animations.
Our third contribution is to explore the use of saliency-based visually attended
locations as an alternative to eyetracking data. We use a Winner-Take-All network [Walther and Koch 2006] on our comic images to generate the visually attended
locations. This network uses a saliency map as one of its inputs, and we demonstrate
results with maps from two different saliency models: the model proposed by Judd et
al. [2009] and the model proposed by Itti et al. [1998]. Clustering and segmentation are
then performed on these saliency-based visually attended locations. We compare these
generated locations to the scanpath locations generated by a saccadic model [Le Meur
and Coutrot 2016; Le Meur and Liu 2015] that uses the saliency map from Judd et
al. [2009] as input. We qualitatively compare the usefulness of the saliency-based visually attended locations generated by these two methods with actual recorded eyetracking data. All our results are generated on public domain comics.
2. RELATED WORK

Image segmentation: Automatic image segmentation has been studied extensively
in computer vision. Individual works are too numerous to list, but there exist established benchmarks [Arbelaez et al. 2011] that compare many state-of-the-art algorithms with different strengths. For computer graphics applications, and especially for
comic and graphic novel data, not all objects are equally important. The importance of
an object in a panel or frame depends on many complex factors, such as context, and
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narrative. Therefore, user driven segmentation tasks [Mortensen and Barrett 1995;
Levin et al. 2008] that allowed for extraction of objects and mattes have been more
successfully adopted by artists and casual users.
An active vision approach to segmentation by Mishra and colleagues [2009] proposed
the idea of segmenting an object by finding the enclosing contour around any given fixation point. They suggest using a graph cuts framework where the edge weights are
derived from cues such as color for monocular images, and stereo and motion for video
data. The assumption here is that every fixation is informative, and there is no attempt
to filter out stray fixation points, or, to look for consensus across fixations from multiple
viewers. In our work, we leverage gaze locations from multiple viewers to resolve the
following question: Among all the “segmentable” objects in a scene, which ones should
be highlighted via digital effects? Because our contribution focuses on clustering gaze
locations from multiple viewers, it complements this previous segmentation technique.
Ramanathan and colleagues [2010] extend the former algorithm to use more than one
fixation point as a seed for finding object boundaries. Although successful in finding a
closed contour around the object of interest, the resultant contour does not always demarcate a semantic object. In contrast, our challenge is to segment an entire semantic
object for the purpose of applying effects. If object boundaries are not followed exactly,
effects such as recoloring or animation will get applied to portions of the background
as well as the desired object. We found color based superpixels to be a good choice for
the over-segmentation of a region of interest for comic images.
Clustering gaze data: Gaze data is clustered either as a preprocessing step, where
the goal is to differentiate between fixations and saccades [Urruty et al. 2007; Blignaut
2009; Salvucci and Goldberg 2000], or, as part of a gaze driven algorithm, where the
goal is to find regions of interest in an image [Ramanathan et al. 2010; Santella and
DeCarlo 2004; Katti et al. 2010; Katti 2011]. Our method falls in the latter category. In
this category, previous efforts have applied unsupervised clustering techniques such
as k-means [Jain 2012], Gaussian mixture models [Santella and DeCarlo 2004], and
mean-shift algorithms [Špakov and Miniotas 2015] on gaze data. Katti et al. [2010;
2011] proposed a binning algorithm to cluster gaze data based on the fixation sequence,
and a distance threshold that determines when a fixation has crossed over to the next
region of interest. Typically, this method would require that each subject’s gaze data
be processed individually. In our case, we cluster multiple subjects’ gaze data together
as the consensus among individuals helps identify the semantically important objects.
Additionally, the distance threshold in the binning method is dependent on the scale
of the objects in the image. In a comics application, we regularly encounter different
scales, in the form of wide, medium, and close-up shots. Setting a different threshold
for every input comic panel would be a tedious process. Other efforts for clustering
gaze data have focused on the scanpath in addition to the gaze locations [Goldberg
and Helfman 2010].
A variety of online learning techniques have also been proposed for clustering gaze
data on video [Tafaj et al. 2012], although these are less relevant to this work since we
focus on individual images in this paper. We utilize normalized graph cuts on the gaze
locations, and one of our key contributions is to address the issue of determining the
number of clusters through the application of a recent breakthrough in the computer
networks community [Shea and Macker 2013].
Eyetracking for image understanding: Gaze points have been previously used as
a proxy for user priorities, for example, for cropping photographs [Santella et al. 2006].
For comics in particular, it has been shown that the comic artist is successful in leading
a viewer’s gaze to specific objects in the image [Jain et al. 2012]. A number of hybrid
techniques have been proposed to combine computer vision with gaze data for the
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specific goal of segmentation. In [Karthikeyan et al. 2015], eyetracking data is used
to select from the many outputs of a segmentation algorithm that operates on video.
This helps with object tracking and detection. [Papadopoulos et al. 2014] integrates
gaze data into a machine learning framework to do inference on object classes, and
in this sense is similar to [Sugano et al. 2013], who build a network containing both
pixel differences and regions weighted by their gaze importance to infer the order
in which viewers looked at different regions. Our work is different from these prior
works because our goal is to oversegment the input image, and then assemble these
fragments using gaze data to recover the boundaries of an object of interest.
Effects on images: A number of previous works consider the problem of segmenting
comics for the purpose of recoloring. Sykora and colleagues [2003] consider a style of
comics where bold contours and homogeneous grayscale intensity demarcates regions
to be recolored. Works that apply to more general comic art styles use some form of
user assistance, such as, seeds or scribbles [Qu et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2009; Sỳkora
et al. 2009; Aramaki et al. 2014]. Implicit user input in the form of gaze data has been
demonstrated to be powerful for creating painterly renderings [DeCarlo and Santella
2002] and camera moves on comic panels [Jain 2012].
Additionally, there is a large body of work on augmenting photographs via visual effects such as recoloring [Chang et al. 2015; Levin et al. 2004], stereoscopy [Lo et al.
2010], background defocus [Bae and Durand 2007], simulation effects such as fluids [Sun et al. 2003; Okabe et al. 2011], and foreground object animation, such as objects reacting to wind [Chuang et al. 2005a], user-guided animations [Kholgade et al.
2014], and animal motion [Xu et al. 2008]. In all cases where the effect needs to be
applied to a particular object (rather than globally, with local constraints), the segmentation is provided by a user. This is the problem we primarily address in our work.
The effects themselves are created as simple implementations of known methods, to
illustrate the quality of the segment created by our method.
3. METHOD

Our method has three main components. The first component is realized through our
key contribution: a robust, reliable, and near-automatic method to cluster gaze locations from multiple viewers using relative eigen quality (REQ) to drive normalized
cuts. Next, we oversegment the input comic image into color-based superpixels using
the well-known SLIC method [Achanta et al. 2010]. The third step involves assembling the superpixels to create semantic objects. While an artist could manually perform such an assembly using scribbles, for example, we attempt to use viewer gaze
locations as an implicit, rather than explicit, form of user input.
3.1. Clustering eyetracking data

The inputs to our segmentation algorithm are a digitized comic image and the associated gaze locations from all users for that image. Our key idea is to predict the natural
number of clusters in this data using relative eigen quality (REQ) within the graph
cuts framework. REQ is a signal-to-noise metric that has recently had success in the
computer networks community [Shea and Macker 2013], and here we show that it is
well-suited to our problem.
Let us assume that each gaze location pi is a vertex in a graph G, and the edge
weights wij are proportional to the Euclidean distance between the ith and the j th gaze
points. We construct a weighted
adjacency matrix W for this graph, and the diagonal
P
matrix D, such that dii = j wij . Then, a partitioning of the graph G can be achieved
by solving the generalized eigenvector problem [Shi and Malik 2000],
(D − W)x = λDx.

(1)
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The eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue provides a bipartitioning of the graph G because it approximates the indicator vector xl1 , where
xl1 = 1 if the vertex l belongs to one cluster and xl1 = 0 if the vertex l belongs to the
other cluster. In the ideal case (edge weights that perfectly represent the similarity
between two points), the eigenvector would be exactly the indicator vector. In practice,
a splitting point needs to be selected based on the median values of the elements in
the eigenvector, for example [Shi and Malik 2000].
After the graph has been divided into two clusters, it may be further sub-divided
based on the eigenvector corresponding to the next smallest eigenvalue. This normalized cuts approach to clustering has been widely explored in the context of image segmentation, with problem-specific approaches to determine when to stop partitioning
(thus determining the final number of clusters achieved). Thus, the problem of determining the natural number of clusters remains open.
In [Shea and Macker 2013], it is shown that a measure of the noisiness of an eigenvector vk can be obtained through its relative eigen quality (REQ), defined as a normalized ratio of its eigenvalue λk to the largest eigenvalue λmax ,
REQ(λk ) =

1 − λk
,
σr

(2)

where σr is
2 2
λ
.
(3)
N max
This REQ value can be computed for all the generalized eigenvalues (Eq. 1). We note
that there exist theoretical bounds on REQ values [Shea and Macker 2013],
σr2 =

REQ(λk ) ≤ REQ(λ0 ) ≤ (

N 1/2
) ,
2

(4)

with λ0 being the smallest eigen value and N being the total number of eigenvalues.
The implication of the above equation is the following: If vk is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λk , the relative eigen quality provided by REQ(λk ) is a
measure of how much better a partitioning based on vk is, relative to a random cut. To
select the number of clusters, the REQs are compared to a threshold that represents
the distance (in decibels) that we want to be from the bound in Eq. 4.
We now summarize the clustering algorithm:
√
−

(yi −yj )2 +(xi −xj )2

2
σx
(1) For
peach pair of gaze data points, we compute the weight2 wij = e
if (yi − yj )2 + (xi − xj )2 < r and 0 otherwise. r and σx together represent hard
and soft penalties on distances between gaze points, and we set these to 300 and 20
respectively for all our results.
(2) We solve the generalized eigenvalue problem of Eq. 1 using the MATLAB solver
eig.
(3) We compute the REQ for each eigenvalue as in Eq. 2. The number of eigenvalues
whose REQ is greater than the selected threshold is the number of clusters.
(4) We bi-partition the eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue to
obtain the first two clusters. The mean value of the elements of the eigenvector is
the splitting point; elements greater than this value are set to 1 and elements less
than this value are set to 0. This converts the eigenvector into an indicator vector
that labels the vertices of the graph as belonging to one cluster or the other.
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(5) If further clusters are required (because the REQ of the next larger eigenvalue
is still greater than the selected threshold), we sub-divide each of the above two
clusters based on the eigenvector corresponding to this next larger eigenvalue.
(6) As in [Shi and Malik 2000], we use a heuristic to avoid sub-dividing already stable clusters. We do not sub-divide a cluster where the standard deviation of the
eigenvector elements is less than 0.01.
Note that the REQ measure is set as an offset, in dB, from a baseline given by
the highest possible value in Eq. 4 which is determined by the smallest eigenvalue.
Critically, although the baseline is data dependent, the REQ offset does not change.
Therefore the same REQ offset can specify a different number of clusters for different
input data. Intuitively, the REQ offset or threshold can be thought of as the user’s
expectation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a particular class of signals. In our
case, we used a single REQ offset for all comic panels in this paper.
If the gaze locations are scaled by a factor λ, the same REQ threshold can still be
used for clustering as long as the two penalties used in computing the weights are
√ also
scaled accordingly. The value of r should be replaced by λr and the value of σx by λσx .
The resulting clusters after scaling will then be identical to the original clusters.
3.2. Evaluation of the relative eigen quality metric

Before we describe the second and third components of our method, we discuss two
experiments to evaluate REQ. Given a visual stimulus, gaze data contains a signal,
i.e. what objects the viewers intended to look at. However, there is noise in the measurement of this signal, due to calibration error, and individual differences. Because
of this noise, clustering gaze locations is a non-trivial problem. The first experiment
tests whether the clusters obtained from normalized cuts based on REQ are stable for
different values of the REQ offset or threshold and compares this to the stability of the
parameters for the baseline methods of classic k-means and Meanshift. The second
experiment compares the parameter choices that would be needed to obtain meaningful clusters via our REQ enabled approach, again, when compared to k-means and
Meanshift.
3.2.1. Threshold sensitivity evaluation with LabelMe Database. The LabelMe database [Russell et al. 2008] is an extensive collection of real images where objects have been
marked with bounding boxes by users, and labelled according to their category. Ninety
nine images from this database are also available in the dataset provided by [Judd
et al. 2009]. Thus, there are 99 images which have eyetracking data from 15 individuals, as well as, user-annotated bounding boxes available. We use the LabelMe provided
bounding boxes as the ground truth for experimentally testing the sensitivity of the
REQ threshold. We perform this evaluation on real world images rather than on comic
images because the LabelMe dataset is a well tested benchmark in the computer vision
literature.
The intuition is as follows: we assume that if a viewer was looking at an object
(e.g., the blue storefront in Fig. 2(a-b)), then their gaze locations would be inside the
bounding box provided by LabelMe. Of course, even the most focused viewer may not
be entirely inside the LabelMe provided bounding box all the time, but we treat the
bounding box as the closest source of ground truth.
We run our experiment, as shown in Fig. 2(c), for our REQ-based algorithm, as well
as k-means and Meanshift. For each algorithm, we vary the associated parameter,
whether it is the number of clusters k for k-means, the bandwidth h for Meanshift or
the REQ threshold for our technique, over values that are reasonable for this dataset.
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Fig. 2. Threshold sensitivity evaluation with LabelMe database

The range of values of these parameters for this LabelMe dataset was manually calculated for each algorithm.
For each image, given a particular value of the parameter for one of the three algorithms, we cluster the gaze locations. For each created cluster, we find a bounding box
that encloses all the gaze points assigned to this cluster. The width of this bounding box
is given by the minimum and maximum x-coordinates of this cluster’s gaze points, and
the height is computed similarly from the y-coordinates. Let us denote the area of this
bounding box to be A. Then, we compute, B, the area of that LabelMe provided bounding box inside which the centroid of this cluster falls. We compute the Jaccard index
kA∩Bk
of these two areas, kA∪Bk
. If the centroid falls in multiple LabelMe provided bounding
boxes, we pick the one that provides the highest Jaccard index, which implies the most
meaningful A − B combination.
We compute the average Jaccard index across all clusters for the given image, and
then, across all images in the data set from [Judd et al. 2009]. We denote this average
as the ratio score and its value across different algorithm parameters is shown in
Fig. 2(c). If the clustering method is robust, then we expect that the ratio score should
be high and should vary smoothly as the algorithm’s parameter takes on different
values.
As this graph illustrates, the Jaccard ratio score for normalized cuts based on REQ
stays in a band across wide range of values for the threshold. Compare this to the
Jaccard ratio scores for k-means, as k is changed. We can conclude that the internal
parameter for REQ is relatively stable. A possible reason for this could be that kmeans creates many small clusters as k is increased, and this is not the most natural
clustering for every one of the 99 images, resulting in a low value of the Jaccard ratio
score on average. Similarly, while a particular Meanshift bandwidth parameter may
be good for a given image, averaging all images results in a low score. This implies that
the Meanshift parameter is best selected on a per-image basis, and is not very robust
across different types of scenes.
We note that there exist a variety of adaptive algorithms beyond the classic implementations of k-means and mean shift, where techniques have been proposed to
extract the number of clusters or the bandwidth (sampling density) from the data directly. Our point is that all such algorithms require some estimation and the final result
may change based on the accuracy of this parameter. Even though our algorithm also
requires the estimation of the REQ threshold, it is a more robust alternative because
the Jaccard ratio score remains high over a fairly large range of REQ thresholds.
Our second experiment is a specific example on comic data to illustrate the general
conclusions from the LabelMe experiment in the context of our domain. In Fig. 3I(a-b)
we show two examples of input comic panels. We cluster the gaze locations using three
different methods. First, we use our approach, normalized cuts based on relative eigen
quality. A single REQ threshold value can produce results for both the examples, as
shown in Fig. 3II. In contrast, classic k-means requires a different number of clusters
to correctly capture the clusters in each of the examples, and Meanshift also requires
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Fig. 3. These two example panels contain two and four natural clusters of gaze locations respectively. While
the same REQ threshold produced these clusters, we needed to set different parameters on k-means and
Meanshift to obtain similar results.

different bandwidth parameter values for each of the panels. In practice, we use a
single REQ threshold for all the comics shown in our results.
3.3. Combining superpixels using clustered gaze locations

The second step in our method is to oversegment the input image into superpixels [Achanta et al. 2010]. The SLIC algorithm has two native parameters, the desired
number of super pixels, and the superpixel convexity measure. We expose these two
parameters to the user in our GUI to allow for tweaking these parameters for different scene types. Our primary motivation for using superpixels is simplicity and speed,
though any number of segmentation techniques can be used to create initial candidate
segments, for example, recent work on extracting high level image representations via
convolutional neural networks [Farabet et al. 2013].
The third step in our method is to utilize the gaze clusters created by the REQbased normalized cuts framework to extract the important objects of a comic panel.
For each cluster on a given panel, we first perform outlier removal by discarding the
gaze points that are M standard deviations away or more from the centroid of the
cluster. We provide three options for M for the x and y axis; we remove outliers if they
are 2, 1.5 or 1 standard deviations from the mean, representing low, moderate and high
removal of outliers. For all remaining gaze points, we compute the number of points
that lie within a superpixel (similar to the bounding box test performed in the previous
section). If this count is greater than a user defined gaze density t, then that superpixel
is marked as a fragment of an important object. All such superpixels are combined to
create a final segment or object. Fig. 4 shows how superpixels are combined to create
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Fig. 4. Our method reassembles superpixels into segments.

the final segmentation. We encourage the reader to see that the objects extracted are
indeed created from putting together fragments based on the gaze locations.
Our GUI works in near real-time, and a user is able to specify the tunable parameters to intuitively recover the segments for any particular image in the set (Fig. 5).
The GUI exposes all five relevant parameters; the SLIC algorithm parameters, the
gaze density and the outlier removal bounds in x and y. In Section 3.4, the range of
these values is discussed. We have found that most panels need moderate outlier removal, and the user does not need to deviate much from the default SLIC parameters
that we pre-load into the GUI. The gaze density parameter t can change across results,
and in practice we have seen that a good segment can be found quickly.
Though the segmentation step contains several user-specified parameters, the SLIC
algorithm parameters, the outlier removal bounds and the gaze density parameters
are specific to the segmentation method we chose, primarily for its ease of implementation. These parameters could be eliminated with a different choice.
3.3.1. Comic segmentation results. In Fig. 6 we show a few segmentation results of our
approach. The figure contains results shown in sets of three, where the first column
is the original input image, the second column shows the gaze locations processed by
our REQ-based normalized cuts algorithm, and the color-coded gaze clusters. The third
column displays the output segmentation.
Fig. 6 shows results on a few public domain comics from the Internet
Archive [Archive 2015], some of which are many decades old. Though the color palettes
in these comics are limited, naively segmenting regions based on color, or even a naive
application of superpixels, does not result in segments that can be used for visual effects because the notion of a complete object is missing. Our method is able to extract
compelling and complete objects from each of these images. In Fig. 6(a), the extracted
segment contains the character’s mask and face. Fig. 4 illustrates how gaze locations
cause superpixels to be assembled into complete segments.
3.3.2. Evaluation of segmentation results. Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the quantitative evaluation of the comic segments presented in this work. As in the evaluation in Section
3.2.1, we compute the Jaccard score for each of the comic segments shown in this paper when compared with a ground truth segment. We also repeat this comparison for
different REQ thresholds (the threshold used to generate the results, ±5 dB, ±10 dB).
As with the LabelMe evaluation, we see that the results are fairly consistent across a
range of REQ thresholds. Lower scores occur when the change in REQ threshold results in a change in the number of gaze clusters, causing two or more objects in the
image to become inseparable during segmentation. We also show the result segment
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Fig. 5. Our GUI for Segmentation

Fig. 6. Segmentation using eyetracking and REQ-enabled normalized cuts on six comic panels.

and the ground truth segment that earned the highest and lowest Jaccard score with
our original parameters in the figure. We report the results when the REQ threshold
is 1.5dB (cyan markers) as well, as this value was the chosen value for panels from a
more modern comic style (reported in Section 3.4). This threshold does not work well
for the comic style of the legacy comics.
In Fig. 7(a), the ground truth segments were generated by two of the authors. Although this ground truth is biased by the authors’ knowledge of the final application,
this graph allows us to evaluate the segments for the particular application that we
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Fig. 7. Quantitative evaluation of segmentation results. The ground truth masks and our results for the
segments with the highest and lowest Jaccard scores are also shown here.

demonstrate in our results. We also repeated the evaluation with ground truth segments generated by two naive volunteers (Fig. 7(b)). Their task was to pick the object
in the image that they would like to see animated. These volunteers were not aware of
the kind of animations that we intended to apply, for example, a bobbing head. As a result, both volunteers often segmented out the entire object. The ground truth segment
was the intersection of their hand-drawn masks as seen in Fig. 7(b). The Jaccard score
is generally much lower because the numerator (intersection of result with ground
truth) is much smaller than the denominator. When the naive annotators picked only
the head, for example in the girl’s face, the score is comparable to the score achieved
in Fig. 7(a). We anticipate a workflow where the clustered gaze data would be used
as a guide to finding effects-worthy objects. A comic artist can then make a creative
decision on whether to use a part of the object or the complete object. In that sense,
depending on the skill level of the artist (whether it is a novice user, or an experienced
amateur user, or a professional user), the expectation of the user will be somewhere in
between the two types of users that generate the graphs in Fig. 7.
3.4. Experimental details

The gaze data on the public domain comics from Internet Archive [Archive 2015] was
collected in our lab using an SMI RED-m eyetracker at 120Hz. Five viewers were
asked to look at the comic panels, which were resized to be as large as possible on a
1680 × 1050 monitor. Each image was shown for 10 seconds. Based on our pre-tests,
this was the amount of time it took viewers to read the word bubbles in these older,
dialogue-heavy comics. We chose to minimize the variability in the amount of gaze
data with an auto-paced study rather than a user-paced study.
We used a total of 23 images from four comics available on Internet Archive for this
paper.1 All our results were generated using the REQ threshold of 16 dB. The outlier
removal parameters were set to moderate (M = 1.5) for all but three of our results.
1 The

images, associated gaze locations, and our code can be downloaded from the Downloads page on jainlab.cise.ufl.edu.
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For the two SLIC parameters, the compactness ranged from [10 40] while the superpixel size varied from [15 35] across the different examples. Finally, the gaze density
parameter for all our results lies between [15 50]. For a more modern set of comics, the
REQ threshold was 1.5dB for effective clustering. These results are not presented in
this work.
The visual angle subtended by our screen and eyetracker setup (18 inch monitor,
24 − 26 inches viewing distance) is approximately 30 − 35 degrees. The visual angle
subtended by a typical tablet (10 inch monitor) held at a comfortable viewing distance
(12 − 15 inches) is approximately 30 − 35 degrees too. This also holds for a phone (6
inch screen size), held at a distance of 8 − 10 inches. Comics are typically presented
as single panels on small personal devices. Therefore, our data collection set up is a
good approximation of the reading conditions in terms of the visual angle subtended.
However, the absolute size of the screen is different in the case of monitor, tablet,
and phone. Previous literature has shown that even when humans view an image at
a lower resolution, their fixation locations are consistent with the fixation locations
measured while viewing the same image at a higher resolution [Judd et al. 2011]. In
addition, scanpaths across different sizes of smart phones have also been reported to
be similar in literature [Al-Showarah et al. 2013]. This suggests that the scanpaths
are more driven by the content rather than the screen sizes. For comics in particular,
the work of Jain et al. [2012] shows us that comic artists deliberately lead the viewer
gaze suggesting that readers will look at the same objects regardless of the screen size.
Therefore the scale at which the data was collected likely does not impact the segmentation results. We can obtain the same clusters as long as the internal parameters are
scaled appropriately, as described in Section 3.1.
4. EFFECTS FOR COMICS

The output of the previous sections is a set of important objects (segments) extracted
from a comic panel. Computer graphics researchers have recently created a large
repertoire of effects for still images, such as recoloring [Chang et al. 2015; Levin et al.
2004], stereoscopy [Lo et al. 2010] and background defocus [Bae and Durand 2007].
We demonstrate these three applications on comic data using our segments as a mask
for foreground/background separation in Fig. 8.
In addition, there has been a spectrum of recent work on animating still images
and comics, ranging from applying physical texture models [Chuang et al. 2005b] to
adding user-created dynamic objects [Kazi et al. 2014]. We demonstrate simple and
compelling animations by applying periodic affine transformations onto the segments.
While stills of these are shown in the figures, the full animations are available in this
paper’s accompanying video. Finally, adding such animations requires realistic hole
filling, and we apply Poisson editing-based techniques that are widely available and
have many fast implementations.
The first effect that we describe is stereoscopy, where a stereo pair is generated from
the 2D illustrated comic. We apply a user defined disparity to the objects of interest
that are selected by the segmentation algorithm, although this disparity could be estimated by applying inference algorithms such as shown by [Karsch et al. 2012]. The
left image is created from the red channel of the segmentation result and the right
image comes from a user defined shift of the blue and green channels of the segmentation result. The left and right images are added to get the stereoscopic effect. Fig. 8(a)
shows this effect on public domain comics where the character that is currently speaking is perceived to be popping out of the comic panel. Please view these with red-cyan
anaglyph glasses, with cyan on the left eye and red on the right eye.
The next effect that we describe is adding a defocus to the background that can lend
a sense of depth-of-field to a 2D illustrated comic panel. Given an object segmented
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Fig. 8. Effects on public domain comics
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by our technique, we created this effect by simply applying a heavy Gaussian blur
(standard deviation of about a fifth of the image diagonal) to the pixels contained in
the negative mask of the object. In Fig. 8(b), we see this applied to comic panels where
the expression on the character’s face is important to the viewer, since this was where
most of the gaze points were present.
In frames where there are multiple characters, such as in the third column of Fig. 1,
defocusing each character in turn can mimic the gaze attention paths over time, giving
the effect of a changing camera focus. In addition to defocus, recoloring comic images
can add emphasis to interesting regions and to characters. In Fig. 8(c) we show examples where the superhero mask is emphasized. In Fig. 8(d) we show that recoloring
over time creates animation effects, such as the brightness increase in the mushroom
cloud and the alternative emphasis given to the characters as they speak.
In these results, the initial frame of the video is a frame from the comic, or its
grayscale version. The user specifies both the final desired colors and a required video
length. For each pixel in the segmented region, we calculate the distance, in RGB
space, from the pixels in the first frame to the desired colors, specified by the user. The
video length determines a different step size in 3D color space for each pixel. Subsequent frames are created by adding the appropriate step size obtained above for each
pixel in the R, G and B channels of the segment.
In addition to these color animations, we also create simple affine transformations
on some of the segments to create motion animations. These are best viewed in the
accompanying video. In the public domain comics in Fig. 8, we apply bobbing, chuckling
and shaking animations to the heads of different characters as they speak. These are
created by applying a periodic signal, such as a square wave or a sinusoid, to the
segment pixels, as the character speaks.
A potential criticism of the technique used here to identify “effects-worthy” regions,
is that the task of collecting gaze data from many viewers for each comic panel may be
too onerous. We therefore evaluate the possibility of using gaze points generated automatically from computational models of visual attention. We investigate the quality of
segments obtained from these generated gaze points as compared to the ones from the
real gaze locations. In the sections that follow, we discuss the techniques used for gaze
points generation, and how this data can be incorporated into the framework discussed
so far.
5. SALIENCY-BASED VISUALLY ATTENDED LOCATIONS

In this section, we explore two methods for the generation of visually attended locations. First, we employ saliency models coupled with a Winner-Take-all network for
the computation of visually attended locations. Next, a more sophisticated approach
termed ‘saccadic model’ is used to generate plausible visual scanpaths.
5.1. Computation of visually attended locations based on a Winner-Take-All network

In order to obtain visually attended locations for our comic dataset, we employ two
saliency models coupled with a Winner-Take-All (WTA) network. First, we use Walther
and Koch’s implementation [2006] of the well-known Itti et al. [1998] computational
visual attention method. This is a bottom-up approach based on low-level visual features resulting in a final saliency map. From the predicted saliency map, an ordered
list of visually attended locations is computed using the MATLAB implementation provided as part of Walther and Koch’s toolbox [2006]. As recommended by the authors,
we keep the default parameters and generate 1000 visually attended locations. Visually
attended locations generated from this approach are concentrated in certain regions
of the image, as shown in Fig. 9(a)(left). This model generates a sparse saliency map,
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Fig. 9. Visually attended locations based on saliency algorithms and Winner-Take-All network. (a)(left)
1000 visually attended locations (overlaid in blue colored points) generated using Itti Koch’s bottom up
visual attention system, (right) Saliency map obtained from Itti Koch’s visual attention system. (b)(left) 200
visually attended locations using Judd et al’s model of saliency, (right) Saliency map obtained from Judd et
al’s saliency model.

seen in Fig. 9(a)(right) which in turn leads to the sparsity of the visually attended
locations.
We seek an algorithm that results in visually attended locations that cover the image better and are not sparse. Khetarpal and Jain [2016] recently reported that the
method of Judd et al. [2009] performs well for predicting eyetracking data in the context of comic art. In addition, Judd et al. [2009] ’s model of saliency is among the top
10 performing models for predicting eye fixations on the CAT2000 dataset [Borji and
Itti 2015], as reported by the MIT Saliency Benchmark [Bylinskii et al. 2016]. Based
on this evidence, we chose this as the second model to compute saliency maps for our
experiments. By using an approach similar to the one described above we generate
200 such attended locations in the decreasing order of saliency. We perform experiments with several variations of three main parameters, namely, the resolution of the
saliency map (mapLevel), the size of the inhibition of return applied to the winners
(foaSize), and the decay rate of Inhibition Of Return (IOR) defined by IORdecay. Based
on these experiments, we choose the values of the parameters mapLevel, foaSize, and
IORdecay to be 2, −1, and 0.2 respectively.
Fig. 10 illustrates the visually attended locations generated by the saliency map of
Judd et al. [2009] and the Winner-Take-All network of Walther and Koch [2006] for
six randomly chosen comic panels. We observe that using the saliency model of Judd
et al. [2009] resulted in scattered locations with a much larger spread (Fig. 9(b)(left))
as compared to the attended locations obtained from the saliency algorithm of Itti
et al. [1998] in Fig. 9(a)(left). The saliency map in Fig 9(a)(right) itself shows sparse
regions being marked highly salient by the method of Itti et al. [1998]. As a result,
the visually attended locations are concentrated in these sparse regions. On the other
hand, Fig. 9(b)(right) shows a lower relative change in saliency in the context of adjacent regions. This in turn produces attended locations which are better spread out.
Exploration of a more sophisticated saccadic model. In addition to the classic WinnerTake-All approach, more sophisticated saccadic models have been recently proposed
for modelling the way observers deploy their gaze while viewing a stimulus on the
screen [Le Meur and Liu 2015; Le Meur and Coutrot 2016]. A saccadic model aims
to generate plausible visual scanpaths, i.e., the sequence of fixations and saccades.
Predicted scanpaths result from the combination of three components: a bottom-up
saliency map, memory mechanism and viewing biases. The first component, a bottomup saliency map results from a classical saliency model. The memory mechanism is
related to the inhibition of return. The third component is related to the viewing biases which reflect the way we look within a scene. Viewing biases can be represented
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Fig. 10. Computation of saliency-based visually attended locations using Judd et al ’s saliency model coupled with Winner-Take-All network on six comic panels. In each comic panel (left) Original input image,
(middle) Saliency map generated using Judd et al’s saliency model, (right) Visually attended locations
marked in red points have been overlaid on saliency maps.

by the joint distribution of saccade orientation and amplitudes, and is learned from
eyetracking data.
The generation of visual scanpaths using such a saccadic model adopts the following
procedure: from an initial fixation point that has been randomly chosen, a Markovian
stochastic process is used to define the next fixation point according to the probability density function defined by the combination of the three aforementioned components. The stochastic sampling used in this saccadic model is fundamental to reflect
the stochasticity of the visual perception [Merk and Schnakenberg 2002]. This procedure is illustrated in the Fig. 11.
We utilize the MATLAB implementation of the saccadic model proposed in the work
of Le Meur et al. [2015; 2016] in the context of our study. This saccadic model uses
the saliency model of Judd et al. [2009] as input. More importantly, a new joint distribution of saccades orientation and amplitudes was learned from eyetracking data collected on comics. We generate scanpaths, each composed of 10 fixations, and these are
shown in Fig. 12. Though the predicted scanpaths generated from the use of saccadic
model share some similarities with eyetracking data, such as saccades amplitudes and
orientations, the predicted fixation points do not fall within the most visually important areas (for example the faces of the characters). This could be because the input
saliency map is not well suited to the task. Based on this investigation, we generated
all further results using the Winner-Take-All network.
5.2. Clustering and segmentation based on generated visually attended locations

For the input images shown in Fig. 6, we qualitatively compare the visually attended
locations generated using the saliency map from Judd et al. [2009] and the WinnerTake-All network, with the real gaze locations. We will henceforth refer to the visually
attended locations thus obtained as generated gaze locations. We first apply the REQ
based clustering on the generated gaze locations and then create segments from these
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Fig. 11. Saccadic model. From left to right : the first, the first four and the first eight fixation points. (a)
Combination of bottom-up saliency maps, viewing biases and memory map; (b) The generated scanpath.
The first fixation point is represented by the blue circle. The radius of circle represents one degree of visual
angle.

Fig. 12. Computation of saliency-based visually attended locations using the saccadic model proposed by
Le Meur et al. [Le Meur and Coutrot 2016; Le Meur and Liu 2015]. Ten predicted scanpaths each composed
of ten fixations are generated for the six comic panels. The first fixations are represented by the blue circle.
The radius of circle represents one degree of visual angle.
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Fig. 13. Clustering and segmentation using visually attended locations.

clusters. The motivation behind this investigation is that collecting gaze data from
multiple viewers for each comic panel may be tedious and time consuming. If saliency
maps are a sufficient substitute, then our method would be practically applicable at a
much larger scale. The clustering and segmentation results obtained with the generated gaze locations are shown in Fig. 13. The REQ offset for clustering is set to 8 for all
of the images. As before, the parameters exposed in the segmentation GUI are varied
to produce the segments.
We find that the generated gaze locations do not resemble the real gaze locations.
The 2D Winner-Take-All network used to generate the gaze points relies heavily on the
saliency map input, which in turn depends on the model which produces it. Starting
at the region marked as the most salient in the map, this network generates as many
gaze points as the selected number of iterations. If the number of iterations is too
high, we force the network to pick more number of gaze points and so, they may lie far
away from the salient region. If the number of iterations is too small, we get too few
points, highly focused near the salient region. This region is then too small to serve the
purpose of segmenting a complete object. In our experiment, we selected 200 iterations
as the trade-off between a too high and a too low value for the number of gaze points.
The choice of the number of iterations and other parameters for the Winner-TakeAll network makes the generated gaze locations for these set of comic images resemble
uniformly generated points to some degree. A question that must then be addressed is
whether the use of such uniform points eliminates the need for any gaze location generation. Fig. 14(a) shows the result of clustering uniform points on three images using
REQ. Clearly, the clusters of the uniformly spaced grid points convey no information
about object boundaries or the importance of a region for effects. Therefore, they cannot substitute the real gaze points. Fig. 14(b) shows the segments obtained from the
uniform points. The presence of points at regular intervals damages the quality of the
segments obtained by including some surrounding fragments. It is easy to see that
even the outlier removal step will not improve the segments much. Adding effects to
segments with these extra details may lead to visually unappealing results. Hence, we
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Fig. 14. Clustering and segmentation using uniform points.

conclude that even though the generated gaze locations appear to be “uniformly distributed”, they are in fact, quite informative. We now proceed to discuss the segments
obtained from these generated gaze points.
Interestingly, the segments obtained from the generated gaze locations shown in
Fig. 13 are comparable to those obtained from the actual gaze locations. The slight
variations observed in the segments of Fig. 6 and Fig. 13 can be attributed to two factors. First,the parameters set for the SLIC algorithm decide what kind of superpixels
are obtained. Second, there should be enough gaze points available in these superpixels in order for them to be considered a fragment of the object of interest. In Fig. 13(b)
and (c), the non-availability of gaze points is the reason for the missing hair of the man
and the ear of the boy. However, in Fig. 13(f), the combination of SLIC parameters result in the man’s face and the part of the hat connected to it, being one superpixel.
Thus by setting the gaze density correctly, we are able to segment out the man and
avoid the text. However, the clusters obtained from the real gaze locations are naturally concentrated on the different objects in the image (Fig. 6). The points in a single
cluster are tightly packed, leaving little room for ambiguity about the cluster to which
a given point should belong. These clusters are hence easy to understand intuitively
as compared to the clusters from the generated gaze locations.
6. DISCUSSION

In this work, we considered the problem of generating digital effects to augment traditional comics. We demonstrated a method to automatically determine the most “effectsworthy” regions by leveraging eyetracking data as a proxy for narrative importance.
We clustered gaze points from multiple viewers by introducing relative eigen quality
from the computer networks literature. We combined superpixels obtained from the
SLIC algorithm on the basis of these clusters to yield the segmented object of interest.
We showed a variety of applications in which such a segmentation plays a role. We
also examined whether saliency-based visually attended locations can substitute real
gaze locations. Two existing saliency map techniques were evaluated for their potential in generating visually attended locations. We converted the saliency maps from
these techniques to artificial gaze locations using a Winner-Take-All network. Using
these visually attended locations, we repeated our experiments of clustering and segmentation. We also studied the use of a saccadic model for generating artificial gaze
points.
The segments obtained from the generated gaze points using a WTA network appear
comparable to the ones from the real gaze locations on initial visual inspection. HowACM Transactions on Multimedia Computing, Communications, and Applications (TOMM), Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January YYYY.
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ever, the saliency-based visually attended locations are qualitatively different from
the more intuitively clustered actual gaze locations. A potential reason for this could
be the role of central bias in saliency models. The saliency map model described in
Itti et al. [1998] is based on features such as intensity, color etc. These may not be the
best parameters to judge the importance of a region in a comic image. For example, in
Fig. 9, the intensity of pixels in the superhero’s mask is very low, thus the saliency map
does not include it. However, from the story and the reader’s aspect, the superhero’s
mask is definitely significant. On the other hand, the saliency map from Judd et al.
[2009] performs relatively better in terms of identifying salient regions in the comics.
The model used in this work though was originally trained on natural images and not
comic images. It is evident from Fig. 10, that this model also misses some important
regions in the image such as the text. Additionally, even a more sophisticated approach
like the saccadic model [Le Meur and Liu 2015; Le Meur and Coutrot 2016] resulted
in gaze locations that did not match eyetracking data for comic images as observed
in Fig. 12. These results are also evidence of the inadequacy of the classical saliency
algorithms. We believe that the initial results look promising and it may be possible to
close the gap by building saliency models specifically targeted towards comic art.
An alternative to our proposed approach could be to generate an importance map using gaze locations from comic readers, and allow the artist to look at this map for guidance, while providing explicit scribble based input to assemble superpixels. It would
be interesting to compare such alternative interfaces with our approach of using gaze
locations as an implicit form of input. A user interface comparison experiment could
address questions such as reduction of effort, time taken to generate a desired effect,
and the skill level required to generate a desired segmentation.
A limitation of this work is that the added effects shown in Fig. 8 have not been
evaluated by having actual viewers rate them as ‘Engaging’ versus ‘Distracting’. We
note that selecting the particular effect to apply is an aesthetic/commercial choice,
and so we present several possible effects that are enabled by our method, leaving
the actual choice in the hands of the artist/editor. Our key insight is that relative
eigen quality (REQ) is a metric that works remarkably robustly in the context of gaze
locations. Though we have a number of parameters that are exposed to the user via
a GUI, these parameters influence the assembly of superpixels into segments, not the
clustering process. A single REQ threshold is used to cluster gaze locations on all the
comic panels in our results. We have found that obtaining similar results using classic
k-means, or, mean shift clustering would require a user to set different parameters in
each case. Further, two of the parameters for the segmentation come from the SLIC
algorithm. Also, as seen in Fig. 2, a large range of REQ thresholds produce similar
clustering results indicating that there is a very small chance of selecting a wrong
threshold in this step. It would be interesting to apply the REQ based segmentation to
gaze locations on natural images, and evaluate its performance.
Though our dataset is fairly small (23 images), we believe that the results nonetheless are a persuasive proof of concept for the key ideas proposed in this work. Extending this work to a wider variety of comics remains an interesting direction of future
work. Recent works suggest that eyetracking based techniques can be deployed in the
real world by using cameras on phones and laptops instead of special purpose eyetrackers [Choi et al. 2016], [Krafka et al. 2016]. These could be employed to generate
larger databases using crowdsourced comic readers.
7. FUTURE WORK

Hundreds of comics and graphic novels are released each month [Comichron 2015],
and tens of thousands already languish in archives [ComicBookPlus 2015; Archive
2015]. These represent a massive amount of creative effort, and our focus in this paper
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is a fast, semi-automatic method to update these comics with certain classes of digital effects. Fully resurrecting these comics into modern media is a fascinating topic of
research. Artifacts such as spatial dithering offer both a challenge [Kopf and Lischinski 2012], and an opportunity for future work. Another interesting direction includes
using temporal information to figure out the order in which multiple effects should be
applied. For example, temporal information may decide the order in which two faces
are animated. We may also want to group faces and word bubbles, and to animate the
appropriate word bubbles as the comic is being read.
Yet another interesting direction could be the creation of a standardized database of
comic images with associated eyetracking data and ground-truth bounding boxes, similar to the LabelMe dataset. Such a database will facilitate quantitative comparisons
of algorithms specific to comic images.
Saliency-based computation of gaze points is one of the ways to make eyetracking based algorithms more practical. The computation of visually attended locations
by employing saliency models relies heavily on the quality of the predicted saliency
map to match actual gaze locations. Therefore another potential direction for future
work would be to investigate if recently developed deep-learning based models could
generate better visually attended locations for applications in comic art (for example, [Kruthiventi et al. 2015], [Jiang et al. 2015], [Kümmerer et al. 2016], [Cornia
et al. 2016] ). These models have been trained on eyetracking data collected on natural
scenes. This is of fundamental significance because recent saccadic models have shown
that the way we deploy our gaze depends on the type of content [Le Meur and Coutrot
2016]. Do deep learning models address this is thus an open question in context of
comics.
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